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Two results about the Euclidean algorithm (EA) for Gaussian integers are proven in this 
paper: first, a general kind of division with remainder for Gaussian integers ~, ~/is considered: 
= y~/+ p, where we only require that y is a Gaussian integer; N(p), the norm of p, need not be 
minimal or smaller than N(t/). This leads to a general version of the (EA), where an arbitrary 
remainder in this sense may be chosen at every division. We show that for every input the 
number of divisions is minimal, if a remainder of minimal norm is chosen at every step. We 
call such a version a minimal remainder-version of (EA). We also show that even the slightest 
deviation from a minimal remainder-version (in a sense to be defined) can lead to an increase 
in the number of divisions. Second, we establish a tight upper bound for the number of 
divisions of (EA) for an input of given size, and, equivalently, we determine the input values 
u, v with norm of u minimal, such that (EA) requires a given number of divisions. This is 
analogous to Lam6's result for rational integers. 
1. Introduction 
As is well known, there exist a number of algebraic number fields, in which the algebraic 
integers form a Eucl idean domain,  for instance the quadrat ic number fields Q[x/-d] for 
d=-11 ,  -8 ,  -7 ,  -4 ,  -3 ,  5, 8, 12, 13, 17, 21, 24, 28, 29, 33, 37, 41, 44, 57, 73 and 76, 
see, for instance, the elementary textbooks by Hardy & Wright  (1960) and Hasse (1964), 
as well  as the papers by Chat land & Davenport  (1950) and Barnes & Swinnerton-Dyer 
(1952). If  the Eucl idean algorithm (EA) exists in an integral domain R, it always takes the 
fo l lowing form: 
input: ~, 11 ~ R, 
output: (~ e R. 
Po *- ~; 
Pl ~- tl; 
n* -0 ;  
WHILE Pn+l 5 ~0 DO 
n~-n+l ;  
Pn + 1 ~ P . -  i mod p,;  
RETURN ~ ~--- Pn" 
Here  p,,_ t mod p,, denotes a remainder of the division of p,_ t by p,,. Usual ly,  one 
assumes that this is the element P=P, , -1-YP, , ,  where yeR is chosen such that the 
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absolute value of the norm of p, [N(p)I, is minimal. However, we will consider a more 
general version of (EA), where we only require ~; ~R and drop the condition that IN(p)I be 
minimal. We only consider the case where R is the domain of Gaussian integers, which is 
denoted by Z[i]. 
To every instance of (EA) in this general sense, there corresponds a sequence 
7_, = (Po, Pl, P2 . . . . .  P,,+1), 
consisting of the input values Po, P, and the remainders of the divisions. We call such a 
sequence a division chain, as in Cooke (1976); it is characterised by the following two 
conditions: 
(i) P,+l =0;  pica0 for 1 <~j<<.n; 
(ii) for all j, 1 ~<j ~< n, there exists an element yj e Z[i] such that pj+ 1 = Pi- 1 - ?jPj. 
Here the numbers P1 need not be Gaussian integers, but may be arbitrary elements of 
Q[i]. For ~, r/eQ[i], a division with remainder still takes the form ~ = yr/+p, where 
~ z[ i ] .  
Whenever we refer to a division chain E = (Po . . . . .  p,,+ 1), we assume that the numbers 
~,j have the meaning indicated in (ii), without redefining them. Also, when we consider 
division chains E', E" etc., then we use the obvious notation ?j, ?] etc. If in a division with 
remainder of ~ by r/: ~ = ~/+ p, ? is chosen such that N(p) is minimal, then we call it a 
division with minimal remainder, ? a minimal remainder-quotient, p a minimal remainder 
of ~ and r/. If in a division chain E = (Po . . . . .  P,+I), Pj+I is a minimal remainder of p~_ x 
and pj for every j ~< n, then we call E a minimal remainder division chain and the 
corresponding version of (EA) a minimal remainder-version f (EA). Note that even a 
minimal remainder-quotient and a minimal remainder of ~ and r/ may not be uniquely 
determined: there may be 1, 2 or 4 remainders of minimal norm. 
The following will be the main result of section 2: 
! 
THEOREM 1. Let X'--(Po, Pt, p~ . . . . .  Pro,+1) be a minimal remainder division chain, 
Z,=(Po, Pl, P2 . . . . .  P,,+I) an arbitrary division chain starting with the same first two 
elements (that is, they correspond to versions of (EA) for the same input). Then m' <~ m. 
This means that among all versions of (EA), the minimal remainder-versions require 
the minimal number of divisions; in particular, the number of divisions is the same for all 
minimal remainder-versions. Analogues of this result have already been established for 
some other domains instead of Z[i]: Lazard (1977) proved them for the integral domains 
Z and K[X], K a field, and also for Z[(1 + 30/2] (private communication). In Kaltofen & 
RoUetsehek (1985) the rings of algebraic integers in Q[x//-d'l for d =-  19, -43 ,  -67  and 
-163 are considered. These rings are unique factorisation domains, but without a 
Euclidean algorithm in the usual sense. It is shown that theorem 1 carries over to these 
domains, and that it also applies to infinite division chains in the following sense: if for 
some input a minimal remainder-version f (EA) does not terminate, then neither does 
any other version. This case occurs whenever a minimal remainder-version leads to a 
division, where the remainder does not have smaller norm than the divisor. In summary, 
it is not always possible to compute GCD's by (EA) in these domains, even if division 
chains are allowed which are not norm-decreasing. 
All these analogues of theorem 1 are considerably easier to prove than Theorem 1 itself, 
which is shown in the current paper. Generally speaking, it seems that the analogue for 
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the ring of algebraic integers in Q[x//d], d < 0, gets easier to handle as Idl increases. This is 
due to the fact that the set of algebraic integers in Q[x/rd] is less dense in the complex 
plane for large Idl, so that fewer cases must be considered. The result for the domain Z 
follows as a special case from the result for any of the imaginary quadratic domains 
mentioned. 
As a by-result of the proof of theorem 1, we will also show that even the slightest 
deviation from a minimal remainder-version f (EA) can result in an increase of the 
number of divisions (corollary 1). More precisely, the following is true: for every e > 0 
there exist a minimal remainder division chain 
T__,' = (Po, P~, P~, . . . ,  P',,'+~) 
and a division chain 
lg = (P0, Pl, P2 . . . . .  P,,+ 1) 
with n > n' such that only one pj+ 1 is not a minimal remainder of pi_ t and pj, and such 
that this p~+ 1satisfies 
N(pj'+ ,) < N(pj+ 1) < N(pf+ t)(1 +s), 
where py+ t is a minimal remainder of pj_ ~ and p~. 
Corollary 1 is primarily of academic interest, but it also has some potential con- 
sequence for the implementation f (EA). If one uses only the leading digits of real and 
imaginary part of pj_ 1 and pj to determine ~j, as in Caviness & Collins (1976), then more 
divisions may be necessary than if full precision were used. This case happens rarely, 
however, and the cost of the extra divisions is in any ease negligible compared with the 
time saved. On the other hand, if corollary 1 were false, as may well be the case in other 
imaginary quadratic domains, then even more sloppiness might be allowed for the 
computation of the quotients yj, without having to pay a price in the form of additional 
divisions. 
In section 3, only minimal remainder-versions of (EA) will be considered. We 
investigate how an upper bound for the number of divisions of (EA) depends on the size 
of the input. More specifically, we will ultimately provide an almost complete answer for 
the following 
PROBLEM (C). Given N, what is the maximum number of divisions when a minimal 
remainder-version f (EA) is applied to Gaussian integers u, v, N I> ]u] i> Ivl? 
The analogous problem for the integral domain Z, where smallest non-negative 
remainders are chosen at every division, was solved by Lain6 (1844), see, for instance, 
Knuth (1981, section 4.5.3.). More precisely, Lam6's result gives the solution for the dual 
problem, which can be stated as follows: 
PROBLEM (D). Given n, find u, v such that 
(i) lul t> Ivl, 
(ii) the Euclidean algorithm, applied to u, v, takes exactly n divisions, 
(iii) lul is minimal satisfying (i), (ii). 
The answer for the domain Z is u = F,,,+2, v = F,,,+ 1 for n>~2, where F0, F1 . . . . .  are the 
Fibonacci numbers, defined by 
G=0,  F I= I ,  
F.=F._ ,+F._ ,  for r >~ 2. 
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Of course, each of the problems (C), (D) can be stated in exactly the same way for the 
integral domains Z and Z[i]; in both cases, a solution for (C) can easily be derived from a 
solution for (D). However, there is an important difference between the solution of (D) in 
Z on the one hand, in Z[i] on the other. This difference will be the reason why we 
consider a slight modification of (D). 
On attacking problem (D) in either domain, we have to construct remainder sequences 
from bottom up, that is, in inverse order. Let R be either Z or Z[i]. Consider sequences 
Z~ = @1, a2 . . . . .  On+ 1), which are obtained as follows: Let (4, t/) be a solution of (D) for 
the domain R and for the given value of n. Then let ~r,,+1=¢, ~rn=t/, and let 
(czn- 1, an- 2 . . . . .  al, 0)  be one of the possible sequences of remainders, when the version 
of (EA) under consideration is applied to ~r,,÷ i, crn (minimal remainder version for domain 
Z[i],  version based on smallest non-negative r mainders for Z). Thus cr 1 is the last non- 
zero remainder. 
The sequences Zz are uniquely determined, and it follows immediately from Lam6's 
result that Z z is an initial segment of z Zn+ 1 for n >/2. The case n = 1 is an exception, since 
= <1, 
These remarks do not carry over to Z[i]. First, Z zm is not uniquely determined: in the 
solution of the dual problem, ~ and/or t/may be replaced by any of their associates, and 
and r/ may simultaneously be replaced by their conjugates. For n=2 a further 
modification is possible. 
More important, Zzm is not an initial segment of vzm -,,+ 1, no matter how these sequences 
are chosen. For instance, a brute-force argument shows that the following are possible 
sequences Z ztil . . . . .  Ezra: 
Z zm = <1, 1>, 
Z zm = < 1, 1 + i, 2 + i>, 
Z zt~l = <1, l - i ,  3--2i, 3 +2i>, 
Z zm = (1, 1 -- i, 3i, 7-- i, 7 + 2i). 
~Z[il One reason, why ,.,,,+ 1 cannot be formed from _,,E zul by attaching P,+2 is that, in general, 
the elements p,, + 1, Pn of the sequence Zzt~l cannot be divisor and remainder of a minimal 
remainder-division, as we will now show. 
Consider a minimal remainder-division f ~ and r/, given by ¢ = vr/+ p. By definition, 
is chosen such that IPl is minimal. Equivalently, 0 is one of the Gaussian integers closest 
to a = i / r / -~  = p/rl. Hence 
a = x+y i  with Ixl < 1/2, lY[ ~< 1/2. (1) 
Conversely, assume r/and p are given. If cc = p/tl satisfies (1), then there exists an element 
such that p is a minimal remainder of ~ and r/. Define 
Si = {x + yillxl ~ 1/2, [Yl ~< 1/2}. 
Now consider again a sequence Z=(a l ,  a2 . . . . .  a,,+l) such that its inverse 
(a , ,+ l ,a  . . . . . . .  a t ,0 )  is a minimal remainder division chain. Applying (1) to 
= ~rk + 1, r/= Crk, we get: ~rk/crk +1 ~ $1 for k = 1 . . . . .  n -  1. E is an initial segment of some 
longer sequence built according to the same scheme, if and only if this condition holds for 
k -- n, too. This leads to the following 
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DEFINITION 1. A sequence 2 = (a~ . . . .  , e,+ 1) is an I-sequence (inverse division chain), iff 
(i) (a,,+~, a,, . . . . .  at, 0) is a minimal remainder division chain, and 
(ii) a,,/a, + 1 ~ S~. 
If, in addition, la,+,[ is minimal under conditions (i), (ii), then is n-minimal? 
Instead of the dual problem we will solve in section 3, theorem 2: 
PROBLEM (M). Given n, find an n-minimal sequence. 
This problem had been raised by Caviness, and it had been open for some years. We 
will show that there is an n-minimal sequence N = (a~ . . . . .  a,+~) such that the division 
chain (cr,+ 1 . . . . .  at, 0) has quotients yj= l___i for all j. Moreover, all other n-minimal 
sequences are obtained from it by changing certain signs. In section 4 we will use the 
solution to derive a near-complete answer for problem (C). In Rolletschek (1983), 
theorem 2 has already been stated, and an outline of the proof has been given. The 
analogue of problem (D) for rational integers, using absolutely smallest remainders, has 
been solved by Dupr6 (1846). 
2. Minimal Remainder-versions Versus Other Versions of (EA) 
Before we show theorem 1 and corollary 1 mentioned in section 1, we have to introduce 
some more notation. We will denote real and imaginary part of a number ~ eC by Re 
and Im ~. The argument function ~b is defined for ¢ # 0 by ~ = r(cos ~b(~) + i sin q~(~)) for 
some real number > 0. For a division chain E = (P0, Pt, P2 . . . . .  p,,+ 1) we define L(E) to 
be the number n+l ,  rest(Z) to be the sequence (Pl,  P2 . . . . .  P,,+t), which is also a 
division chain unless n = 0. Also, we define the quotients c% oo~ by 
c~:= P1 ( j= l  . . . . .  n+l) ,  co j=P J - l ( j= l , . . . ,n ) .  
P~-i Pj 
As for yj, we automatically use the notation c~j, coj, ~j', coj' for division chains Y,', Z" etc. An 
analogous definition for I-sequences will be needed in section 3. 
Dividing the relation p~+ a= P:-~ -?jP: by pj, we get the following equality: 
c~:+1 = coj-~j. (2) 
Next, we need the following 
DEFINITION 2. TWO elements ~ = x +yi, tl e Q[i] are equivalent (~ ~ rl), if r/is one of the 
numbers +_ x +_ yi, +_ y + xi, that is, if t/is an associate of ~ or the conjugate-complex of an 
associate of ~. 
The following lemma summarises some of the properties of the relation ~. The facts 
listed are quite obvious, but it will be important to be aware of them in the proofs below. 
LEMMA 1 
(i) ,,~ is an equivalence relation, compatible with taking the absolute and the reciprocal 
value and with membership in the set S 1 defined in section 1. 
(ii) Let 4, ~l, 4' be given, 4~ ~'. Then there exists an element ~1'"~1 such that 
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+ rl ~ ~' +~I'. Similarly, if  4, ~l and ~b'... ~ +rl are given, then there exist elements 
~' ~ ~, tl' ~ q such that ~' + rf = tp'. 
PROOF. Immediate. [] 
Now let ¢, ~/be an input for (EA). Let n be the minimum number of divisions for any 
version of (EA) with this input. Clearly, n depends only on cot = ~/r/. We define #divs(co) 
to be the minimal number of divisions n for i / r /= co; it equals the length of the shortest 
continued fraction-expansion f co. 
LEMMA 2. Let co, co' be given. Then #divs(co)= # divs(co') in the following two cases: 
(i) co -  c0'~ Z[i]; 
(ii) co ,-, co'. 
PROOF. (i) Let co-co' ~Z[/]. Consider a division chain Z = (co, 1, P2 . . . . .  P,,+ 1), where n 
has the smallest possible value #divs(co). Then Z'=(co' ,  1, p2 . . . . .  P,,+I) is also a 
division chain. Hence, #divs(co')~< #divs(co). By symmetry, we also have 
# divs(co) ~< # divs(co'); the assertion follows. 
(ii) Again, consider a division chain I2=(co, 1, P2 . . . . .  p,,+~). We show that there 
exists a division chain Z '= (~o', 1, p~ . . . .  ) such that o)j ~coj for all j. This condition is 
' = co'. Assume p~,. p~, have already been a l ready guaranteed for j  = 1, since o91 = co, o91 .., 
constructed such that co~  coj forj  ~< k. By (2) and lemma 1 (ii) we can choose 7~, such that 
a;,+ 1 ~ ak+~; by lemma 1 (i) this is indeed equivalent to the assertion co~,+ 1 ~ COk+I. 
In particular, E' terminates with p',,+ 1= 0. Hence, once more # divs(co') ~ #divs(o)), 
and the proof is complete. [] 
We now repeat he statement of the main result of this section, which was already given 
in section 1: 
THEOREM l. Let  Z '=(po ,  pl, p' z . . . . .  P'~'+I) be a minimal remainder division chain, 
Y~ = (Po, Pl, P2 , . . . ,  P, ,+I) an arbitrary division chain starting with the same first two 
elements. Then m' <~ m. 
PROOF. The basic idea is as follows: first we restrict he set of all pairs of sequences Z, Z' 
to be considered by showing that we may assume without loss of generality that only the 
first remainder of E, if any, is not minimal; also, we may replace 5:' by any division chain, 
except that the first three terms must be left unchanged. As a matter of fact, a slightly 
stronger assertion will be shown, namely, that it is sufficient to prove claim (I) below. For  
this step we assume that the assertion is true for all sequences Z", Z"  instead of Z, E', with 
L (Z ' )  < L(Z'); thus the proof proceeds by induction on m'. Some further assumptions can 
also be made, so that the number of possible cases is reduced considerably. Then the 
various possible values of 71 must be considered individually; it will suffice to consider a 
finite number of cases, for if Yl is large, then the minimal remainder quotient Y2 will be 0, 
which makes the proof easy. For each of the smaller values of Vl, the desired sequence :E' 
will be constructed. Certain conditions can be guaranteed which assure that Z' will be no 
longer than E; for instance, if coj = coj for some j, then Z' can certainly be constructed such 
that L(Z') = L(Z). In some cases consideration of the possible values of Y2 is also required. 
In one subcase, finally, we have to consider the values of 72, Y3, •. . ,  up to Vk, with no 
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general upper bound on k. This case can still be handled, since the quotients Y2, Ya, •. • 
follow a uniform pattern. 
As noted, our proof will proceed by induction on m'. We call a hypothetical pair (Z', 2) 
for which the assertion of the theorem is false a counter-example. Thus let (2', E) be a 
counter-example, l t m', m be as above, and assume that the assertion holds for any pairs 
(T', T) in place of (E', 2), where T' is shorter than I]'. Without loss of generality we may 
make the following two further assumptions: 
(i) Pl = 1; otherwise we may divide every element of ~' and X; by Pt to get another 
counter-example. It is here that the consideration of inputs which are not Gaussian 
integers makes the proof more convenient. 
(ii))"i =0; otherwise we may replace P0 by Po-T'I, Y'l by 0, Yl by Yl-7'l. This 
assumption is equivalent to poESI, that is, to the assertion that 0 is a minimal 
quotient of Po and 1. 
In view of lemma 2 (ii) we could also assume that 0 ~< Im Po ~< Re Po <<- 1/2; however, 
this assumption would introduce an asymmetry, making the formulation of the proof 
harder instead of easier, see the paragraph after statement (I') below. 
We will show below: 
(I): Let P0, Pz be given, such that P2 is a remainder of Po and of Pl = 1, and such that 0 
is (one of) the minimal remainder-quotient(s) of P0 and 1. Then there exist division chains 
It t! Z tit It! t it 
X" = (Po, 1, P2, P3 . . . . .  P,,"+I> and = (Po, 1, Po, Pa . . . . .  P,,',,+l> 
such that 
(a) rest(Z") is a minimal remainder division chain, 
(b) m"<~m". 
From (I) the proof of theorem 1 can be completed as follows: consider again the 
hypothetical counter-example (E, Y:) with Z of minimal length, satisfying assumptions 
(i), (ii). According to our general conventions, P2 is the third term of 2 (first remainder), 
and (ii) implies p~ = Po. Construct E" and X" according to (I). Applying the induction 
hypothesis to the sequences rest(Y.') and rest(E'), we conclude m' <~ m". If re' ~ m, then we 
are already done. Otherwise we can also apply the induction hypothesis to rest(2) and 
rest(E"), obtaining m"<~ m. Putting these relations together with condition (b) from (I), 
we get m' <~ m" <~ m" ~ m, which is the assertion we had to prove. It remains to show (I). 
In this proof, we will again write E and E' instead of X" and 2". As a matter of fact, we 
rewrite (I) with E, 2' in place of 2", E", to avoid confusion about the notation: 
(I'): Let Po, P2 be given, such that P2 is a remainder of Po and of p~ = 1, and such that 
0 is (one of) the minimal remainder-quotient(s) of Po and 1. Then there exist division 
chains 
E = (Po, 1, p2, Pa . . . . .  P,,+i) and ~,'= (Po, 1, po, P'3 . . . . .  P;,'+l) 
such that 
(a) rest(Z) is a minimal remainder division chain, 
(b) m' <<.m. 
What follows is the proof of (I'). We have to consider a number of cases, depending on 
the value of ?~, where P2 = Po-Yl "1. We show that we have to consider only one value 
out of every equivalence class of ~.  Let 6, 6' be two such values 6,-. 6', and assume (I') 
has already been proven for ~1 = 6; we show that it also holds for ?l = 3'. Let Po, P2 be as 
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in (I') with ,0 2 =po--•'.  By lemma 1, there exists an element p{~ $1, p; ~ Po such that 
p~ = p '~-6  ..~ po-6 ' .  Apply (I') to p;, p~ instead of Po, Pz, constructing sequences £", 2'" 
instead of ~ ,~ ' .  Then :~2'=p'~.'~C~z=p o '  and c~ z" =p~ ~ cq = P2; hence, the desired 
sequences 2, Z' can be constructed from Z", Z" as the proof of lemma 2 (ii), such that 
L(E) = L(E"), L (E ' )=L(Z" )  and rest(Z) is a minimal remainder division chain, as is 
rest(Z"). Thus we have to consider only one value of Yl out of every equivalence class 
of .,~. 
We will now consider the following cases: y~ may be 
(a) 1, 
(b) 1+i, 
(c) 2, 
(d) 2 +i  or 
(e) something non-equivalent to any of the numbers considered under (a)-(d). 
First we will cover cases (b), (c), (d) and (e), then case (a), which is the hardest one. In 
each case we consider the region R of all possible values of Pz = Po-Yl  and the region 
R -t  of all possible values of co z = 1/pz. 
Case (b): Yl = 1 +i. The region R consists of all complex numbers x+y i  such that 
- -  3/2 ~< x, y ~< - 1/2. Next we have to determine the region R-  1. Let ( = x' + y'i ~ S. Then 
1/~ = x+y i  with 
x' -- y' 
x = • y x ,a+y,2,  X,2 + y,2, 
X' fl' 
x,=+ y,= ~< --1/2, 1/2 ~< ~ x ,  = + y,= ~< 3/2. 
and we get the inequalities 
- 3 /2  ~< 
The inequality 
X ! 
--3/2 ~< X,2+y,2 
simplifies to (x' + 1/3) 2 + y,2/> 1/9. 
Hence, ( must lie outside the circle with centre -1 /3  and radius 1/3. Similarly, the 
remaining inequalities imply the ( lies outside the circle with centre 1/3i and radius 1/3 
and inside the circles with centres - 1 and i with radius 1. Figure 1 shows the regions R 
and R-  ~ for this case. Now let Y2 be some minimal remainder of 1 and P2. As can be seen 
from Fig. 1, Yz, which must be a Gaussian integer closest o m2~R - I ,  can be 0, -1 ,  i or 
- 1 + i. Correspondingly, we have to consider four subcases. 
Subcase (bl): Y2 = 0. Then the first elements of E are Po, 1, P0 -  1 - i  and 1. The element 
P0 is also a minimal remainder of Po -1 - i  and 1, hence we may choose P4 ~ P0 and any 
minimal remainder of &- i  and & as Pj+I for j >t 5. Thus X finally takes the form 
(po, l, po -  l --i, 1, Po, P5 . . . . .  P,,+ I ) .  Then we define £' to be the sequence 
(po, l, po, p5 . . . . .  p ,+~) ,  which satisfies the required conditions; in particular, 
L(Z') -- L(£)--  2. This completes the proof for this subcase. 
For the following cases we assume any choice of minimal remainder-quotients 
~3, ~4, . . . .  
Subcase (b2): Y2 = -1 ,  P3 = Po-  i. Choose y~ = - i ,  so that p~ = ipo + 1. Then 
, Po ipo po - l - - i - - (1 - - i ) (po - - i )  
~3 = . = = - (coa - (1 - i)). 
ipo + 1 Po -- t Po-- i 
By lemma 2, #divs(c%)=#divs(oo~), hence we can define P~,P's . . . .  such that 
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Fig. 1. R and R -l for?l = 1+i. 
L(Z') = L(Z). The same calculation shows that if e) 3 is undefined, that is, if Pa = O, then 
the same is true for c0~, p;. Similar considerations apply to the following cases; in no case 
is an additional effort required for the situation where E terminates early (p: = O, where 
some Yk, k >~j, is being considered). Whenever the value of yj- considered lies outside the 
region of all possible values of coj, then it is guaranteed that E does not terminate with 
Pj+l =0.  
Subcase (b3): 72 = i, P3 =- ipo+i .  Choose ?~= 1, so that p~= 1--po. Similarly as 
before we get ~o~ = - (o93 + 1 - i); then the rest of the proof parallels subcase (b2). 
Subcase (b4): 72=-1+i ,  pa=(1- i )po-1.  Choose y'2=l- i ,  p 'a=(- l+i )po+l .  
Then we get co~ = coa-(1 +i), and once again the proof concludes as in the two previous 
subcases. 
Case (c): 71 = 2. Similarly as in case (b) we can determine the regions R and R-Z; they 
are shown in Fig. 2. It follows that ~2, a Gaussian integer closest to o92, can only be 0 or 
-1 .  The case 72 =0 can be settled exactly as in case (bl). Now assume 3'2 =-1 ,  
pa=po-1 .  Choose 7~= 1, p~= 1-Po ,  Then it turns out that co~=coa-2 ;  again the 
proof  can be completed as in subcases (b2)-(b4). 
Case (d): ~1 = 2+i ,  P2 = po-2 - i .  This case is a trifle more involved, since we will also 
have to determine the possible values of 73, that is, we have to go one step further than in 
the previous cases. Again, we start by determining the regions R and R-1 ,  see Fig. 3. As 
in case (c), 72 can only be 0 or - 1, and the case 72 = 0 is settled as in (bl). Now consider 
the case 72 = - 1, co a = Po-  1 - i. Unfortunately, y~ cannot be chosen in such a way that 
5 I .  5 1 • 
-~-gi -g-g~ 
Fig. 2. R and R -1 for yt =2. 
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Fig. 3. R and R -1 for ?1 =2+i .  
the assertion # divs(og~) ~< # divs (093) follows directly from lemma 2. But the fact that -1  
is a Gauss ian integer closest to co 2 implies Re (co2) ~< - 1/2. F rom this we can determine 
the region R' of all possible values of c% = ~o2 + 1, and the region R ' -1  of all possible 
values of  co3 = l/eta. They are given in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows that we can always choose 
Y3 = 2 -  i, P4 "= ( -  1 + i)po + 1. Then, for the sequence E', we choose ?~ = 1 - i, so that 
P'3 = (--  1 + i)po + 1. A simple calculation now shows that o9~ = - ((n 4 + 1 + i), hence, by 
lemma 2, #d ivs (w~)= #divs(o94). Hence, we can construct E' such that the number  of 
terms after p~ equals the number  of terms in ~ after P4: L(X') = L (Z) -  1. This completes 
the proo f  for case (d). 
Case (e): Yl is not equivalent o any of the complex numbers 1, 1 + i, 2, 2 + i: Yl is either 
equivalent o 2+2i  or IRe 711 or lira 711 is >_-3. Among all possible values of ~2 = Po-Y l ,  
1/2+1/2 i - (2+2i )  =-3/2(1+i )  has the smallest absolute value 3/.v/-2, hence 
1~o21 ~<,¢/2/3 < 1/2. Hence, we have to choose 72 = 0; the situation is again the same as in 
case (bl) .  
We now turn to case (a), where Yl = 1, Pz = Po-1 .  Figure 5 shows the regions R and 
R-  1 for this case. The quotient 7z may now be - 1, - 2, - 1 + i, - 2 + i, - 1 - i or - 2 - i .  
The cases ~2 ~ -1  + i and 72 = -2  + i are equivalent o 72 = -1 -  i and ~2 = -2 - i ,  since 
\ 
..... i1 
I 
Fig. 4. 
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3 3 ,  ~3.  
0 -~.~ ",qL'lo~ 
Fig. 5. R and R- 1 for 7~ = 1. 
we may apply the automorphism of complex conjugation to every complex number 
involved. Hence, only four subcases have to be considered. 
Subcase (al): Y2 =-  1, P3 = Po. Then o~[ =- (~%-1) .  As in case (d) we conclude that 
E' can be constructed such that L (Z ' )= L(E)--1. 
Subcase (a2): 7z = - 2, P3 = 2po-  1. Choose 7~ = 2, p~ = 1 - 2po. Then w~ = co 3 -  1, 
and we are done. 
Subcase (a3): 72 = - 1 - i, P3 = (1 + i)po ~ i. Choose 7~ = 1 - i, p~ = ( -  1 + i)p o + 1. Then 
a~h = -(~o 3 + i), and again we are finished. 
Subcase (a4): 72=-2- i ,  ps=- l - i+(2+i )po .  In order that this case applies, we 
must  have Re w2 ~< - 3/2, Im co 2 ~< - 1/2. As in case (d) we determine the region R' of all 
possible values of c% and the region R ' -  1 of all possible values of a~3; they are shown in 
Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 we see that 73 can be l - i ,  2 - i ,  1 -2 i  or 2 -2 i .  If73 is l - i ,  2 - i  or 
2 -  2i, then the proof can be completed as in case (d). But if 73 = 2 -2 i ,  then we have to 
consider the possible values of y,~. The region of all possible values of m 4 is obtained by 
reflecting S' on the imaginary axis. We find that 74 can be - I - i ,  -2 - i ,  -1 -2 i  or 
- 2 - 2i; if 74 has one of the first three values, then the problem can now be settled, but if 
Y4 = - -2 -2 i ,  then we have to consider the possible values of 75, etc. In short, there is no 
.1+i 
~'~,_~ 
o ~ ~ 2  
Fig. 6. 
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upper bound for the look-ahead necessary. Correspondingly, we assume that 
-2 -2 i  i f j i s  even 
;~2 = 2 -2 i  i f j  is odd 
for j=  2, 3 . . . . .  up to an unknown limit. Let ~ be the first quotient different from 
_2-2 i .  Then ?,x can be - l - i ,  -2 - i  or -1 -2 i i f / i s  even, or l - i ,  2 - i  or 1 -2 i  i f / is  
odd. For  a rigorous proof of this fact we can proceed as follows: let Ut be the set of all 
possible values of y~ under the assumption that ~ = 1, ~z = -- 2 - i ,  
~)a =2- -2 i  . . . . .  ~1_1= 2(--1)1-2i. Then induction on /shows that U~ =-R '-~ for l odd, 
and U l is obtained from R '-~ by reflection on the imaginary axis for even I. For 
j = 4, 5 . . . . .  I-- 1, P2 is determined by the following recursive formula: 
{Pj- 2 - (2 - 2i)pj_ 1 for j even, 
PJ = pj_2--(- -2--2i)pj_ 1 for j  odd. 
We have to get a closed-form expression for Pt and then for the various possible values 
of pt+~. In part (i) of the following lemma we give the solution for the corresponding 
recurrence relation (for general initial values). The recurrence relation from part (ii) will 
be needed for the construction of Y,'. In this lemma, as well as on some later occasions, we 
use [] as an alternative set of parentheses for better readability; it does not denote 
truncation. 
LEMMA 3. Let (o, ~1 be given. 
(i) For j >~ 2 let ~j be determined by the recurrence relation 
Cj = J~J-2--(2--2i)~J-1 for j even 
(~j_2--(--2--2i)~j_ 1 fo r j  odd. 
Then 
~2k = [(2+~/-2)~°--(1- i)¢~](--3 +2V/2)k-- [(2--w/2)¢°--(1-- i )~l](--3--2x/~)* 
~2R+1 
[(1 + i)~o - (2 - ~c2) ~ 1 ] ( -- 3 + 2~/2) k-- [(1 + i)~ o - (2 + V/2) ~, 3( -- 3 -- 2x/~) *
(ii) Now let ~j be determined by the recurrence relation 
,f¢:_2-(-2-2i)¢j_l for j even 
~J = (~ j -2 - (2 -2 i )~ j .~  fo r j  odd. 
Then 
~2k = [(2 + w/~) ~o - ( -  1 -- i)~,](-- 3 + 2~/2) k -  [ (2 -  ~v/2) Co -- (-- 1 -- i)~13 ( -  3 - 2x/~) k
~2k + 1 
I-( - 1 + i)~ o - -  (2 - -  x /~) (~3(  - -  3 + 2V/2)k  - -  [ ( - -  1 + i ) (o  - -  (2 + X,/2) ~ 1-1 ( - -  3 - -  2.,¢/~) k 
PROOF. Straightforward, by induction on k. Alternatively, the formulas can be derived by 
the well-known methods for solving recurrence relations (characteristic roots or 
generating functions). 
For the rest of the proof, we will only consider the case where l is odd, for the case of 
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l even is analogous. Applying lemma 3 (i), substituting the expressions for P2, P3 for Co, (a 
and 0uttlng k = ( l -  3)/2, we obtain 
[ ( -  1 + x/~ + i )po-  45-1( -  3 + 2X/~)k-- [( - 1-- V/2 + i)p o + X/~]( -- 3-- 2~/2) k 
Pt- 1 = 2X/~ , 
[ ( -  3 + 2x /~- i  + x/~i) p o + 1 -  x/~ + i -  x /2 i ] ( -  3 + 2,4'~) k 
Pz = 2x/, ~ 
[(-- 3 -- 2X/~-  i-- x/~i)po + 1 + 45  + i + v/2i] ( - 3 -  2x/~) k
245 
Corresponding to the three possible values 1 - i ,  2 - i  and 1--2i of 7~, we have three 
(sub)subcases (a41), (a42) and (a43). In each case we choose ~,  ~; , . . . ,  7i-1 such that 
Re ?'.j = - Re ~j, Im 7'.j = Im ~j; in subcases (a42) and (a43) this choice also applies for j = I. 
(These are actually minimal remainder-quotients. We need not prove this fact, but it 
provides one way to guess the right choice.) We first get the value p; = ( -2+i )po+ 1. 
Then we apply lemma 3 (ii) and obtain 
[ ( -1  +x/~- i )po  + 1 + i ] ( -  3 + 2X/~)k-- [( - 1-- X/~-- i)po + 1 +i]( - -  3-- 2X/~) k 
t 
Pz- 1 = 245  ' 
[(3 - 2x /~- i+  x/~i)po - 2 + x /~] ( -  3 + 2x/~) k
P; = 
_ [(3+ 2x/~- i -x /~ i )po - -2 -x /~] ( -3 -2x /~)  k 
Subcase (a41): Yl = 1 - i .  In this case the expression for Pt+l is exactly the same as for 
p'~. This fact makes it plausible that there might be some simple relation between co~+ 1 and 
co~. And indeed, a simple calculation shows that co~=-(m~+x+l+i  ). By lemma2,  
# divs(co'l) = # divs(cot + 1), hence L(E') will be one less than L(E), as in cases (al) and (d). 
Subcase (a42): ~t = 2 - i .  We get 
[(6 - 4x/~)p o- 3 + 2x/'2-- i+ x/~i] (-- 3 + 2x/~) ~ 
P l + 1 = 2x/~ 
[(6 + 4x/~)po"  3 - 2x/~-- i -  x,/2i] ( - 3 - 2x/~) ~ 
As we have already noted, we choose y~ = -2 - i .  This time P't+x happens to be equal to 
Pt+l. Similarly, as in (a41) we find a simple relation between col and cot, namely 
co'~ = cot + l. This settles subcase (a42). 
Subcase (a43): ~,h = 1-2 i .  The expression obtained for Pt+ t is 
[ (2 -  3v/2--4i + 3 v/2i)p o - 3 + 2x/~ + i -  ~/2i] ( -  3 + 2V/2)k 
Pt+ 1 = 2x//~ 
_ [(2 + 3V/2-  4i - 3x//2i)p0 - 3 - 2x/~ + i+ x/~i] (-- 3 - 2x/~) k
245 
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Choosing ~'~ = - 1 - 2i, we get the value 
[(4-- 3 xZ/-2 + 2i-- 3x//2i)p o-- 1 + x//2 - 3i + 2x/~i](-- 3 + 2x/~) k
p',+, = _ _  2v/  
[(4+ 3x//2 + 2i+ 3.v~i)p o -  1-V /2 -3 i -2v /2 i ] ( -3 -2x / /2 )  k 
2, /2  
which equals iPt+,. This time the relation between col and m t is co[=-(oot+i ). This 
completes the last sub-subcase and the proof of the theorem. [] 
One of the referees pointed out a striking similarity between the proof of theorem 1 and 
a proof in Hurwitz (1887, p. 77ff). Hurwitz shows that the denominators of successive 
continued fraction approximations of a complex number are strictly increasing. There, 
too, sequences of quotients alternating between 2 -2 i  and -2 -2 i  play a crucial role. 
However, I see no way to use Hurwitz's ideas in the proof of theorem 1. 
The pattern which occurred in subcase (a4) also provides the key to the proof that 
every deviation from the choice of minimal remainders, even the slightest, can result in an 
increase in the number of divisions. 
COROLLARY I. Let ~ > 0 be given. There exist division chains 
52 = (Po, Pl . . . . .  Pn+l> and Y~' = (Po, Pl, P'z . . . .  , P',,,+l), 
beginning with the same two elements Po, Pl, such that 
(a) Z' is a minimal remainder division chain; 
(b) There exists only one j, 1 <~ j <~ n such that Pj+ I is not a minimal remainder o f  &-  i 
and &. F ix  that j, and let Pf+ i be a minimal remainder of pj_ 1 and &. Then 
N(pj'+ 1) < N(pj+I) < U(pj+0(1 +8); 
(c) n' < n. 
PROOF. We note first that the proof on theorem 1 shows that each of the cases and 
subcases considered is indeed possible; whenever the region of all possible values of some 
coj was determined, we really included only values which can indeed occur, even though, 
for the purpose of theorem 1, we might have considered larger regions instead. For every 
m >~ 3 we now consider a value #~o ") such that in the terminology of the proof of theorem 1, 
subcase (a41) applies for Po = P~o m), and such that the index l from that proof equals m, 
that is, m is the smallest index /> 3 such that ~,,, ~ __+ 2-2 i .  In this case, L(Z') was one less 
than L(Ig). Denote the sequences E and ~' for Po = P(o "~ by Z ('1 and E '(m~. In the minimal 
remainder division chain Z'(m)c~j (ml = pj._l/pj (m~ is an element of the set Si forj  >t 2, as was 
noted above; hence induction on j shows that [pj('~)[ ~ (1/x/~)'-1, hence 
lira Ipl~,~ll = 0. (3) 
m--~ 03  
We compare this with the expression E for P't-1 obtained in the proof of theorem 1, 
above. In E the coefficient of ( -3  + 2x//2) k is bounded and 
lim 1(--3+2.v/~)kl = 0, whereas lira 1(--3--2V/2)k I =OO. 
m _.~ co  /r l  --~ oo  
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This is consistent with (3) only if the coefficient of ( -3 - -2x /~)  k approaches 0 for m ~ o~: 
lim ( -  l + x/~-i)p(d'° + l + i = O, 
m-.-~ o~ 
l+ i  1 
lira p~o "° = 1 -  ~+i  = i + i. 
re -+co  
Since the real part of this limit is 1/2, it follows that 
lim Ipg"~l - lira [P~°m)-II 
. . . .  IP~")I ,.-co [p(om) I = 1. 
Hence, if we choose E = Y,("), E' = Z '(m) for sufficiently large m, then the conditions (a)-(c) 
are satisfied. [] 
3. Construction of an n-minimal Sequence 
We now turn to problem (M), stated above. Contrary to section 2, all elements of the 
sequences considered will be Gaussian integers, except for P-sequences, which are defined 
above. It was conjectured by Caviness (private communication) that an n-minimal 
sequence is given by E,, = <~1 . . . .  , a,,+l>, where 
~ Ek_l+Ek-l i  forevenk>~2, 
ak = ~Ek-1 for odd k 
with 
Eo = E1 = 1, 
Ezy = 2E21-1 + Ezj-2~ 
E2J+I Ezj+E2i_ ~ ~.~Iorj >t 1. 
In this section we will prove this conjecture. 
We have to adapt the notation introduced at the beginning of section 2, so that it serves 
our purposes for I-sequences E = <p~ . . . . .  P,,+ 1 >; however, the following definition of ~ 
and ~oj will apply to an arbitrary sequence E of complex numbers #0. We put Po = 0; this 
number is not part of E. Again, c~ I and ~oj are the quotients of two consecutive t rms of Y~ 
with ~oj the inverse of c~j, such that if E is an I-sequence, then c~jESI: 
Pj Pj +_._._._~I 
% = Pj+I %= Pj 
For I-sequences Z, the numbers ?j are still the quotients in the corresponding version of 
(EA). This time pj_~ is a minimal remainder of pj+~ and pj; hence pj+~ =?jp~+pj_~. 
Dividing this relation by pj, we get the analogue to (2): 
co~ = ?j+c~j_~ (j = 1 . . . . .  n). (4) 
Again, we use the notation c~j, etc. for I-sequences E' etc. The condition aje S~ induces a 
condition for %.. The region S~-~ of all possible values of ~o i can be determined the same 
way the region R-x was found in various cases in section 2. Figure 7 shows the regions $1 
and Si- 1. 
Now let Z = p~ . . . . .  p,,+~ be an arbitrary sequence of Gaussian integers such that 
Pj+I =Pj-I+V~Pj for some ?~Z[i]  ( j= l  . . . . .  n, putting again p0=0). The condition 
~S~ for j=  1 . . . . .  n is not only necessary, but also sufficient for E to be an I-sequence, 
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Fig. 7. 
for then Pj-1 is a minimal remainder of Pj+I and pj. Hence, an I-sequence Z can be 
constructed by choosing Pl, 71, 72 . . . .  , ?, in that order such that the choice of ?j assures 
? j+aj_ l~S~ -I. Note that after Pl . . . .  ,pj. have been fixed, the choice of ?j determines 
In order to minimise Ip.+ 11 (construction of an n-minimal sequence), Pl must be a unit. 
For assume ~ is an I-sequence with Pl not a unit. The element Pl is the output of (EA), 
the greatest common divisor of P,+I and p,,, and also of all other terms pj. Hence, we can 
divide every element of ~ by Pl to get an I-sequence E' with p',+1 < P,,+I. 
As in section 2, we can considerably reduce the number of cases to be considered by 
treating cases like 71=2+i  and ? j=-1 -2 i  together. Thus the equivalence relation .-~ 
will again play an important role. We need some more notation related to it: 
{ 4 Qk={0}u ~ (k )~<~(~)-~T5 (k=l  . . . . .  81, 
¢~k~ is the (uniquely determined) element ~'.-~ ¢ such that ¢'eQk. For instance, for 
~=2+i ,  ~(1)=2q-i, ¢(2)=1+2i, ~(3)-----lq-2i, etc. For ~=1+i ,  ~c1~=~(2)=1+i, 
~t3~ = ~t4) = _ 1 + i, etc. 
We now turn to the question, how 71,72, etc., have to be chosen to make IP,+ll 
minimal. An obvious try is to choose ?j, after pl . . . .  , pj have been fixed, such that IPj+I[ 
becomes minimal. Next we will find, how ?j has to be chosen to minimise @+11, or, 
equivalently, Io~jI, for various values of aj. We have to pick ?j~Z[i] such that 
ogj = ?~+a}_ i s  S~" 1. The possible choices of ~j, in dependence of previous quotients, have 
already been considered in Hurwitz (1887). From Fig. 7 it is clear that we can never 
choose for ?i one of the values 0, +1, +i, for then ?~+aj-t would be outside S~ -t. 
(Remember that aj_ 1 e St). On the other hand, it is also clear that we can always choose 
one of the values ± 1 _+ i, more precisely: ogj = ~2+~j_ 1ES~-t, if 
f 1+i fora~-t~Ql~Q2, 
-1+i  fora~_l~Qa~Q4,  
?J= 1-i for aj_~Qs~Q6, 
1- i  for a~_leQTt3Qs. 
Instead of defining a~3 by listing these cases, we say briefly that we choose a~ ,-~ 1 + i + ~}~ i. 
This terminology makes implicit use of lemma 1 (ii). We will also use it in similar cases. 
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Fig. 8. 
Thus, oJj ~ 1 +i+c~}[~l is one candidate choice which may make IPk+tl minimal• Other 
candidates are ogj~ l+i+eJ8_l 1 and o)j~2+i+c~J~_)l; however, these are valid choices 
(ogse S~-1) only for some values of c~j_ 1. Specifically, coj ,-~ 1 + i+ e}s21 can be chosen if and 
only if czj_ 1 ~ $2 or, equivalently, if o~j_ 1 e S~ 1, coj ~ 2 + e}3~ 2 can be chosen exactly in the 
same cases, and coj --~ 2 + i + c~}[~1 can be chosen if and only if a~_ 1 e S a, or, equivalently, 
o~s- 1 e S~- 1. Here $2, S~- 1, $3 and S~- 1 are regions which can easily be determined; they are 
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
Even though the choice %. ~ 2 + c~3_~ 1 never minimises Io~sl, we will nevertheless have to 
consider this alternative in the proof of the main result, theorem 3, case 3. If we have the 
choice between ~oj --~ 1 + i+ aJL~l and co s~ 2 + i + aJA~ then it still depends on the exact 
value of c~j_ 1, which alternative make I%1 smaller. However, it will not be necessary to 
determine, which choice is better in which cases. 
The following definition is motivated by the preceding discussion. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Z = (Pl . . . . .  P,,+I) be an I-sequence, 1~<j~< n. Then ogj is constructed 
according to scheme (M), iff 
• ( 1 + i+ ~8-)1 for aj- 1 e S2, 
coj ~ ~ l+ i+a)L~l  or 2+i+~zJ)_~l for a j_ leS3-S2 ,  
L1 + i+~JL)I for ~s'-I ¢Sa. 
Fig. 9. 
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Z is constructed according to scheme (M), iff each oJj, 1 ~<j ~ n, is constructed according 
to scheme (M). 
LEMMA 4. Let Z be as in definition 3. I f  [coil has the smallest possible value for the given 
value of  aj_ l, then (oj is constructed according to scheme (M). 
PROOF. Immediate, by elementary geometry. [] 
What if several consecutive coi are constructed according to scheme (M)? It will be 
necessary to find the pattern of the quotients ~j in this case. We show: 
LEMMA 5. 
(i) Assume that in an I-sequence (Pl . . . . .  P,+ ~) coj_ ~ has been constructed according to 
scheme (M). Then c 9_1q~$3. Hence, if co~ has also been constructed according to 
scheme (M), then coj~ 1 +i+e}Pl. 
(if) o~j_ 1 e S e if and only if (oj_ 1 "~ x + c~}~ 1 for some k <~ 8 and for some rational integer 
x>/ 2. 
PROOF. 
(i) It is obvious from Fig. 9 that none of the values l+ i+~J3 z, 1+i+~s22 and 
2+i+aJs22 belongs to S~ -~. The second statement follows by the definition of 
scheme (M). 
(ii) $2 -1 can be characterised by ~eS~ 1 if and only if ~eS~ -1 and IRe ~1~< 1/2 or 
Jim ~1 < 1/2. From this the assertion follows immediately. [] 
The next lemma shows, together with lemma 4, that in the sequence f:, defined at the 
beginning of this section, each ~j has been chosen such that IPj+ ~1 becomes minimal, and 
that Z is essentially the only sequence with this property. 
LEMMA 6. Consider the sequence Y_,, defined above. 
(i) Z is an 1-sequence. 
(ii) 9 j={ l+ i  fo r jodd  
- i  for j even. 
(iii) Z,  is constructed according to scheme (M). 
(iv) I f  Z is another 1-sequence constructed according to scheme (M) with L(Z) -- n, then 
co, ~ r 
PROOF. We first show that 
~j+l = ~'~j_l +(1÷ i),5i for j odd, 
{.&-l+(1--i)fij forj  even. 
This will prove assertion (ii) under the assumption that (i) is correct. (Vj was defined only 
for I-sequences Z, hence assumption (i) is needed.) The assertion is trivial for j = 1. For 
even j >1 2 we have indeed 
k,_, = = Ej_2 +2e _ i - N = b+l ;  
the assertion follows. For odd j > 3, the proof is similar. 
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To prove (i), it now suffices to show 
definition of I~, that 
¢(c%1) = {! 
Hence, in each case c.Sj~ l+i+c~}kl~, and the assertion follows from the discussion 
preceding definition 3. Also, lemma 5 (i) shows now that cSj is constructed according to 
scheme (M), provided this is the case for c5 l_ ~. Thus, (iii) follows by induction if c5 t is 
constructed according to scheme (M). But this is trivial, since ao ~0sS2,  we have to 
choose (5~ ,-~ 1 +i+a~oSl= 1+i. Finally, to show (iv), note that for 2; to be constructed 
according to scheme (M), &~ is uniquely determined up to equivalence, and that after 
fixing cSi_ 1, &j is uniquely determined by lernma 5 (i). [] 
In some cases it will be convenient to construct a sequence 
51. = <Pl  . . . .  , P,,+ 1> e(QCi]) "+1, 
. . . . .  ct k~l ~ Then 2; will not be an I-sequence, unless where % ?j+c@l~ (instead of @ rj-~ ~_tj. 
cg-t S(2kj for each j, but there exists a related I-sequence 12' with IP'~+x[ = [P,,+ll. 
that ~Sj e S'~ for all i ~ n. It follows directly from the 
for odd j >~ 3, 
~- for even j >12. 
DEFINITION 4. A sequence Y.¢(Q[i]-{0}) "+1 is a R-sequence (pseudo-I-sequence), iff 
Pt eZ[ i ]  and forj  = 1 . . . . .  n both coj~Si -1 and % = ?~+e for some Gaussian integer 3'j and 
some ~ ,~, ~j_ 1. 
DEFINITION 5. TWO sequences 12, Y.' are equivalent (2 N 12'), iff L(12)= L(Y.'), pl ~ p'~ and 
mj ~ co~ for all j. 
LEMMA 7. 
(i) I f  Z ~ Z', then [pj[ = [p~[ for all j. 
(ii) I f  12 is a P-sequence, then there exists an I-sequence Z '~ E. 
PROOF. 
(i) Immediate. 
(ii) We define I2' in terms of 12. Put p'~ = Pi. When p~ . . . . .  pj have already been defined 
such that ~ ~ ~ for k <j, then by lemma 1 (ii) there exists a Gaussian integer 
3'j "~71 such that 
EDj+ 1 = ~j-l"0~j- 1 '~ (.Oj+ 1 =~j- '~-O~j_  1 . 
Choosing ~,j that way, definition 5 is satisfied. [] 
It follows, in particular, that if 2 is a P-sequence of length n such that [p,+ 1[ is minimal, 
and if r /  is an n-minimal sequence (which implies that 2' is an I-sequence), then 
Ip, ,+, l  = IP',,+ ~l. 
As for theorem 2, we have to consider sequences Y,,where the quotients ?j follow certain 
patterns, which leads to certain recurrence relations for the elements pj. In the following 
lemma, which parallels lemma 3, we summarise the solutions for the recurrence relations 
needed. Like lemma 3, this lemma can be proven easily by induction, or the formulas can 
be derived by any of the standard methods. 
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LEMMA 8. Consider a sequence (i,, i , ,  . . .), where lo and i1 are given and l2, . . . are 
defined by one o f  the following recursion formulas. 
(i) Let 
Then  
( 1 - i ) ~ , l + ~ j - 2  f o r j> ,2 ,even ,  
i)Cj- l+ci-2 for j 3 3, odd. 
( i i)  Let 
- iC,- -l-2ij-, for j 2 2, euen, 
i 2 for j 2 3, odd. 
When lemma 8 is applied, the elements i,, i,, . . . will sometimes be denoted differently, 
for instance, &, i;, . . . . If (5) or (6) holds with c,, being replaced by I:,, for every index rn, 
we say that &, &, . . . are defined by (5) or (6), without pointing out the deviation of 
notation. Also, sometimes the "conjugate-complex version" of (5), (6) will be used, which 
is obtained by applying the automorphism i - t  -i to  the recurrence relation and its 
solution. 
The following lemma follows readily from lemma 8 (i), but it can also be proven 
directly by induction. 
LEMMA 9. Let io ,  ill . . . be dey'i'ned by (5), as in lemma 8 (i). Then for all j, 
lj = C C I  50 + c z ( ~  -i)ilIx, 
where c , ,  c ,  are real numbers >O and 
1 for j even, 
.=( 
1-t-i f o r j o d d .  
Furthermore, c ,  < c, < 2c1 for j 2 2. o 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Let  C = ( p , ,  . . ., p ,,,,) be an I-sequence, where some pj has not been 
constructed according to scheme ( M ) .  Then there exists an I-sequence Z,' = (pi, . . ., pb+ ,) 
such that Id,+ 11 <: lp,,+,l and lpjl < Ipjl .for all j < n. 
PROOF. Let k be maximal such that o, has not been constructed according to scheme 
(M). If k = 11, then define p,l = pj for j < n and construct OJ; according to scheme (M), such 
that loi,l < l@,,l, which is possible by lemma 4. Hence Ip:,, l l  < Ip,,, ,I, as required. 
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Now assume k < n, so that cok+ ~ has been constructed according to scheme (M). Then 
Wk+~ may be equivalent o 1+i+~ ~), 2+i+atk 5) or l+ i+~ a). This leads to the 
consideration of three cases. 
We give an outline of how these cases are treated. In the first two cases, the desired 
sequence Z' is formed by replacing o9 k, cog+ 1. . . .  by quotients col, o9~,+ 1 . . . .  , which will be 
constructed according to scheme (M). Lemma 5 (i) implies that the quotients co~, co3 
(j > k) follow a uniform pattern; this makes it possible to get closed-form expressions for 
the elements pj, p~ and to show that the I-sequence Z' to be constructed satisfies the 
desired conditions. In case 2 we also have to reduce the infinite number of possible values 
of co, to a finite set; this is achieved by showing that [p,+ 11, Ip~+el . . . .  can be decreased by 
making IRe cokl, lira co, I as small as possible; then only the values of co, with IRe c0g[, [Im cog[ 
minimal have to be considered. 
In case 3, it may be necessary to choose co) different from co~ for some j < k; this makes 
this case more complicated. However, there will again be a uniform pattern for the 
quotients co,,, co,.+ ~ . . . . .  COk, where corn is the first quotient hat has to be modified. This 
fact allows to handle that case, although the calculations involved are somewhat more 
tedious. 
CASE 1. (3) k q. 1 ,.,a 1 Av i+  a(k 1), We can  assume without loss  of  generality that  (_..o k e Q 1, SO that  
c~keQa, ~k+l = 1--i, ~k+2 = 1+i, etc. Define (~=Pk+3/Pk" Then (o = 1, (I =COk, and the 
numbers ~j are defined by (5) for j ~> 2. Hence (j has a representation [cl +c2(1 --i)cok]tC 
according to lemma 9. 
In the I-sequence Y~' to be defined, p~ = p~ for j = 1 . . . . .  k, and co~, will be constructed 
according to scheme (M), as are the quotients cd: for j > k. First we define a number w, 
which will be equivalent to a~, by 
f l  +i+atk~ 1, if ak-a eS2, 
co = ~2+i+Cttk~l, ifak_lS3-S 2and cok=2+i+Cttk~ 1, 
(. 1 + i + a~ 1 otherwise. 
Let ~ = 1, ~'1 = co, and let () be defined by (5) for j >/2. Also, let Aco = cog- co. 
Then AogeQ1uQ2wQ s, as can readily be seen by considering the possible values 
1+i  - ' ( t )  2+a~1 o~~(2) 2+i+a~ ~t6~ ~'r k-1, 1, 2+i+ k-  for COk; for other, larger values of 
COk, the assertion is immediate. Furthermore, Aco#O, since COk was not constructed 
according to scheme (M). Now, for even j, ()eQs, and 
A(j = ( j - ( )  = c2(1 -i)ACO~Q1 w Q7 u Q8. 
Hence, the angle between the complex numbers () and A(:, considered as vectors, is 
~<7~/2, therefore I(iI = I(~+A(:I > Iff~l. This inequality also holds for odd j, since the 
additional factor rc has no influence on it. 
Define 
= )'& for j ~< k, p': 
J (Pk(j -k for j  I> k. 
(Either case of the definition can be used for j = k.) Then 
f~  q-aj-lf°rj<k'forj =k 
co]=} l_ i+~]_ l  fo r j>k , j -kodd ,  
L1  +i+a~_ 1 for j  > k, j -k even, 
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and for j > k, 
e(Qs< for j - k  odd, 
a~-~ (Q1 fo r j -k  even. 
II 
Hence, Z"=(p~ . . . . .  P;~+I) is a P-sequence. By Iemma 7, there exists an 
P"I Z' 2'-,~ I~" with IP)I = : for all j. Then satisfies all requirements. 
I-sequence 
CASE 2. C0k+t~2-t-i-l-cttkS). We may assume without loss of generality that c~keQs, 
cok + 1 = 2 + i + O~k. Also, coke S; - S~, since co k + 1 was constructed according to scheme (M). 
Similarly, as in case 1, it follows that C~k+l eQs, ek+zeQ~, etc. Define ( j= Pk+j+JPk for 
j =- -1 ,  0, 1,. • • • Then 
(1 = ( - t+(2+i )~o = 1+(2+i )~o,  
and ~2, (a , . . . ,  are again defined by (5). Thus lemma 9 yields 
~ = I-cl ~o + c2(1 - i)(1 + (2 + i)~o)]X = I-(cl + (3 -i)c=)~o + c2(1 - i)]x = 2~:. 
We show first that smaller values of ~j can be achieved by reducing IRe ~ol, IIm ~ol, if 
this is possible. Put ~o =-a  +ib. Then 
I~12 --- c~ (a 2 + b 2) + 2c, cz(3a 2 + 3b 2 - a - b) + c2Z(10a 2 - 8a + t0b 2 - 4b + 2) 
= f(a,  b). 
Due to the condition (o = OgkeQ4~(S'a--S'2) we have a t> 1 + x/3/2, b i> 1/2. In this region 
f (a ,  b) grows monotonically both as a function of a and as a function of b, since so do 
3a2-a ,  3b~-b ,  10a2-8a and 10b~-4b. 
Now let ~'~ = - -a"+ ib" such that: 
It ,ut/ ~_  ~( l )  (a) (;  has a representation (o =r  ~k-1  with ~" eZ[i], 1 ~<l~< 8;
(b) a" <<.a, b" <~b; 
r,,~r~ c~/e _$2); (c) ' ,o ~, w3 
(d) a" is minimal such that (a), (b), (c) are satisfied for some b", and b" is minimal for 
that value of a'. 
Then f(a",  b")<~f(a, b); the constants cl, c2, ~ in the definition o f f  depend only on the 
index j of (j. We define the values (j (j ~> 1) analogously to (~, that is, 
( i)1 for j=0, 
(~+1 = ~j - t+(1 - i ) (y  for j  even, j>~2, 
~,~-1 + (1 + i)~j for j odd. 
Then 
]('j] = (f(a", b'))21~l ~ (f(a, b))2M = I(jl. 
We note next that (~ can only have one of the values --2-t-i-t-~(k~t, --2d-i+C~(kT_)l or 
- -  2 + 2i + c~l~ 1; the second of these cases occurs if ek- 1 e $2, and the third may occur if 
~k-1 e $3-$2. Otherwise, the real or the imaginary part of (~ could be decreased without 
increasing the imaginary (real) part and without violating any of the conditions (a)-(c); 
thus (~ would not satisfy (d). We write (~=-2+i -y - ix  in the first two cases, 
(~ --. - 2 + 2i + y + ix in the last. Then 
ct = x +iye(Q1 nSt )  U (Q8nS2). 
Let 
(b = 1 - - i+a  = 1- i+x- iy ,  (~ = (_~ +(1 +i)(~ = 3+(x+y)+(x -y ) i ,  
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and let ~ ,  ~; . . . .  again be defined by (5). By lemma 9, 
~. = [c~(1- i+x- iy )+c2(1 - i ) (3+(x+y)+(x -y ) i ) ]x .  
Using the expressions derived for (~ and ~j, we get in the case ~; =-2  + i - y - ix  after 
simplification 
I Wj'l 2 - I~)12 = (2cl c2 + 6c22)x 2 + (2cl ca + 6c~)y= +( -  4c~ - 20cl c2 - 28c22) 
+ (2c 2 + 12cl c2 + 20c2)y + (3c~ + 12ca c2 + 14c~) 
= g(x, y). 
Since x + iye Q ~ u (Q s n $2), it follows that 0 ~< x ~< 1/2, - (1 - x/~/2) ~< y ~< 1/2. For these 
values of x, y, it is easily seen that the derivative of g with respect o x is negative, and the 
derivative with respect o y is positive. Hence, g(x, y) takes its smallest possible value for 
x = 1/2, y = - 1 + V/3/2. Substituting these numbers for x, y we get the value 
(x /~-  l)c2 +(-6+ax/~)ClC2 +( -6+4x/~)c  2, 
which is >0.  Hence, for every value of x, y in the region under consideration, 
I(~l 2 -Iff~.l = > 0, that is, I~)1 < I()'1 < I(jI. 
In the case (~ = -2+2 i+y- ix  we get 
I(j'l ~-  I~[ 2 = (2cl c2 + 6c2)x 2 + ( -  2c~ - 12c~ c~-  20c~)xy 
+ (2c~c z+ 6c~)y 2+ (2c 2 + 12c~ c2 + 20c~)x 
+ ( -  6c 2 - 32c~ c2 - 44c2)y + (6c 2 + 28c~ e~ + 40c~) 
>~ (2c~ + 12c~ c: + 20c~)x(1 - y) + 1/2( - 6c~ - 32c tc2 - 44c 2) 
+ (6c 2 + 28c~ c2 + 40c~) 
> 0, 
hence  aga in  Iff~l < Iffffl ~< I~1. 
The rest of the proof for case 2 parallels case 1. We define a P-sequence Z" by 
,, = IP~ , forj>~k, 
P~ ~P~j-k-  1 for j ~> k, 
which satisfies 
Ip~'l = Ip~llG~-~-~l < Ip~lt(~-~-al = Ihl 
for j > k. An I-sequence Y/,-~ Z" satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 
CASE 3. O)k+ 1 "~ 1 +i+a~ s). This case is the most interesting and requires some more 
~'¢~) for some ~ e Z tedious calculation. We have akeS 2, hence, by lemma 5 (ii), ~ok ~~ + -k-1 
and j~<8. As it turns out, it is sometimes impossible to get a smaller value of 
IPk+2l, IPk+a[,... by modifying only Pk, Pk+l, . . . ,  but only if pk"'2+dk~l,  SO that 
~k- 1 E $2, (ok- 1 ~ ~' + c~J2 . Again, it may be insufficient to modify (ok_ 1, too, but only if 
(3) COk-1 ~" 2 + C~ k_ 2, etc. Thus, we may have to modify Z Iong before the element Pk + 1. More 
precisely, if p,, is the first element of the sequence which must be different from the 
corresponding element p',',, in the new sequence to be defined, then there is no general 
bound for k-re.  
We define m to be the largest index m' ~< k such that co,,,, + 2 + ct m_ 1, or m = 1, if no such 
m' exists. This choice of m implies that com eSh, since w,,+l "~ 2+c~). By lemma 5 (ii), 
com-~?+~)-~ for some rational integer 7t>2 and some j~<8; furthermore, 
Re(~+ct~L1)~>2. For l>k+l ,  co~1+i+~11)1 by lemma5(i) ,  as in cases 1,2. 
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Summarising, we have 
(y  +~L1 for l = m, 
| 
)2  + C~}a_) 1 fo rm<l<k.  
~°t ~ ) l+ i+a ls_ )  1 for l=k+l ,  
,..,(1 ) L1  +i+~t_  , fo rk+l<l<~n.  
Note that y + au)_ 1 ~ ~ + e~--~) for all j ~< 8. Thus, we can define a P-sequence Z', which 
will be shown to be equivalent to Z, by 
co~ = coj for j=  1 . . . . .  m, 
" "~ " = 7 + c(u)- for some j ~< 4, co., co,. with co m t 
~2-i7;:,+t-i for l oad , ;  1 <<.l<.k-m, (7) 
co~+~ = (2+ic~,+t_l for l even,j 
~fl+i+cc~+z_ 1 fo rk+l -modd,~ l~ l~n-k .  
¢o~+~ = (1 - i+°~+t- t  for k+l -m even,.) 
Induction on l' >>. m shows that 
fQs, if l ' -m even and l' ~ k, or l ' -m odd and l' > k, 
aVS(Q 1 ,< if l ' -m odd and l'~< k, or l ' -m even and l '> k. 
I !  
This implies for 1 <<. l <~ k--m: 
(0  J _  - , t  (6 )  "~ - -  ,,,It (31  . 
, ,  ~'-s~,,,+t-i~~±~+Z--~ for I odd, 
O')m+l ~ - - - -  ~,t  (3) . ~2+~,,,+z_ ~ for I even, 
and similarly for 1 ~ l ~< n - k: 
TV,  k+l - -1  
_i-,,,,(i) ..~ l+i+~"(s) tt T U~k+l -  1 ~k+l -1  
fDk+l  = + i±~"(1)  
T ~ 'k+t - -  1 
• - -  ' , (8)  J ~ 1 -~- i 'a -N" ( l )  - - l " t -O~k+l -1  ~ ~k +l--1 
for I = 1, if k = m is even, 
for l= 1, if k -m is odd, 
for l>  1, k+l -m odd, 
for l>  1, k + l -m even. 
Now another induction on I'~> m shows that co'{, ~ coy, as claimed. 
Next, we have to express Pt in terms of P,,,Pm+I, k -m-1  and l - - k+ l .  The values 
Pro+z, P,,+3 . . . .  are given by a recursion formula like (6) in lemma 8, except for the 
different indexing, and Pk+2, Pk+ 3 . . . .  are defined according to (5). (If k -m is even, then 
(5) has to be replaced by an analogous recursion formula, using the automorphism of
complex conjugation.) Accordingly, we give a general definition of numbers u,,,,,(ao, a j) 
in the following steps: 
o2, a3 . . . .  are defined by (6); 
(0 ~--- 0",,,,, C1 = O'm'+l; 
(2, C3 . . . .  are defined by (3), if m' is odd, or by a formula analogous to (5), replacing 
i by - i ,  if m' is even; 
".,',,,'(~o, ~l) = C,,,. 
Closed-form expressions for U2m, 2n,(0"0,0"l), U2m, 2n,+l(0"0,0"l), U2m'+l,2n'(0"0,0"l), 
u2,.,+l,2.,+l(ao, at) are established by using the formulas for (2,,', (2,,,+1 in lemma 8 (i) 
and substituting for (0, (1 the expressions for a2.,', a2,.'+i or a2,..+1, cr2,..+2 given by part 
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(ii) of that lemma. We write c for (2+x/~)2"' , d for (2+v/3)2"'; then (2-w/3)" '  = 1/.v/c , 
(2 -x /~)" '  = 1/,,/~. The result is 
12x /~ u2,,.. 2,,, (~ o, el) = [(7 -- 3x//-5 + ( -  1 -x/:3)oca+(- 1 x//3+ (1 -x//-3)i)c 
+ ( -  1 + ~/3+ (1 +x/~)i)d + (7 + 3x/~+ ( -  1 + x/~)i)Jao 
+E(l + 3x/3+(3+x/~)i)cd+(l + x/~+(-3-.v/3)i)c 
+ (1 -  x/'3+ (--3 +V/3)i)d + ( -1 -  3x/~+ (3 - ~/3)i)]~rl, 
12x/~U2m, 2n,÷~(O'o, crl) = [(--3+x/~+(-1-3x/~)i)cd+(3--,¢/~+( 1 -v/3)i)c 
+(3+x/~+(l +~/3) i )d+( -3 -x /~+( - l  +3x/~)i)]cro 
+ [(7 + 3,,/~+ ( -  l+x/~)i)cd+(-- 1+,,/~ + (i +v~)i)c 
+(-  1 -w/g+ (1 - v/3)i)d + (7 -  3x/3+ ( -  1 - x/~)i)]cr~, 
12x/~u2,,,+ 1.2,,(a0, crl) = [ ( - -3 -V /3+ (1-3x/ '3) i )cd+(3+~/- j+(-1-x/ / -3) i )c  
+(3 - x /~+ ( -  1 +v/3)i)d + ( -  3 + x/~+ (1 + 3x//3)i)]~ro 
+[(5+3.v/3+(-5-x//3)i)cd+(1 + x//3 + (5 + 3x/r3)i)c 
+(1 - v/-3 + ( 5 -  3V/3)i)d + ( 5 - 3x/-3 + ( -  5 + x/~)i)]cq, 
12, , /~  u2,,, + 1,2,,'+ i (ao, ~rl) = [(1 - .v/3 + ( -  7 -3x/3)i)cd+ ( -  1 --V/3+ (1 -x/~)i)c 
+(-1  + x/~+ (1 +x/3)i)d + (1 +,v/3+ ( -  7 + 3x/~)i)]cro 
+[(11 + 7V/3 +(3 + x//-3)i)cd + (l + x/~ +( -  3 -  3w/3)i)c 
+(1 -v /3  + ( -3  + vf3)i)d + (11-  7x/~ + (3 - v/3)i)]~r I.
We now apply these formulas to % = 1, ~r 1 = co', so that 
~Z//,O (~ro, O' l )p ;  , for 1 <~ k -m +I,~ 
P~,+l = (Uk-,,,,l-k+,,(aO, ai)p'~ for l>tk-m, J (8) 
where either case of the definition may be used for l= k-m and for l = k-m+ 1. Put 
er~ = co~, = a+bi. As noted earlier, a >t 2 and 0 ~< b ~< 1/2. The next step is to show that the 
smallest values of Ipjl (J > m) are achieved by minimising WRe co,,r. We have to analyse 
lu,,,,,n,,(1, a~)l as a function of a, and we begin with the case where m" and n" are even: 
m" = 2m', n" = 2n'. For simplicity we write u for u2,,,,2,,(1, al). Denote the coefficient of cr l
in u by u.al, the constant term by U.Oo, which would be the coefficient of ao in 
u2,,,,2,,,(~ro, al). Using the formulas established above, we get 
Re u. ~x -- (-- 1 + 3~/3)cd + (1 + ~/3)c + (1 -~/3)d  + ( -1 -3 .~)  
>t ( -1÷ 3~/-3)cd +(1- ~f3)cd + (1+ ~/3)c + ( -1 -  3~/3) 
-- 2,¢/3cd÷(l ÷.v/3)c ÷( -1 -  3x/c3) 
>>.0. 
Here, the fact was used that c, d are f> 1. In general, it is easy to determine whether the 
value of a polynomial of the form 211ed+21oC+,tol d+2oo is always I>0, always ~<0 for 
arguments c, d of the form (2+v/3)2v, or whether both positive and negative values 
occur. From now on we will only state the result of such a calculation. Sometimes the 
case c = 1 or d = 1 must be treated separately. Then it is important o remember that the 
second-smallest value of either c or d is (2+x/ /3)2=7+4v/3.  In the same way we 
determine the sign of Im u. (*l and get Im u. al >t 0. 
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takes its minimum for 
Re u + Im u = 
>/ 
) .  
as claimed. 
Summaris ing,  we conclude that 
u~Q1uQ2uQ8 fo rd=l ,  
~Q1L'J Q2 for d ~>7+4v/3  , 
Assume a is replaced by a + As, where Aa > 0. We want to show that the corresponding 
value 
U' = U2m,,2n, (1  , a+Aa+ib)  = u+Au 
satisfies ]u'l > lul. To do so we have to determine in which of the regions Q1 . . . . .  Qs, u on 
the one hand, Au on the other, lies. We have 
Au = u. o- 1 Aas  ~'Q 1 if Re u. o t - Im u. a l />  0, 
( (22 if Re u. cr 1 - - I ra u a t ~< 0, 
Re u. a l - - Im u.  a t = ( -4+2x/~)cd+(4+Ex/~)c+(4-2x /~)d+( -4 - -2x /~)  
{ ~>0 ford=l ,  = (c -1 ) (d ( -g+Ex/~)+(4+2x/~) )  ~<0 for d>~7+4x/~.  
The  value Re u = Re u. a o + a Re u. cr 1 - b Im u. a t is minimal for a = 2, b = 1/2. For  these 
values of  a, b 
2 Re u = (7+5x/~)cd+(5+3x/~)c+(5-3x /~)d+(7-5x /~)  >t O,
hence Re u > 0 for all a, b in the domain in question. Similarly, 
Im u = Im u .o -0+aIm u.a l+b Re u.crt 
is min imal  for a = 2, b = 0. For  these values of a, b 
Im u = (5+x/3)cd+(-5-3x/~)c+(-5+3x/~)d+(5-x/~). 
This value is >10 for d >~ 7+4v/3 ,  but it may be negative for d= 1. However ,  for d= 1 it 
will suffice to prove that Re u+Imu1>0.  It was already establ ished that 
Re u. o'~ - Im a t t> 0 in this case, hence 
Re u+Im u- -  Re u .o .0+Im u .o .0+a(Re  u .a t+Im u .o .1 )+b(Reu.a l - - Im u .a t )  
a = 2, b = 0. Substituting these values, we get 
(lO+4x/~)cd+(-4-2x/~)c +(-4+ 2x/~)d + (1 O-- 4x/~ )
(6 + :x/~)c + (6--2x/~) 
O, 
for d=l ,  
In  all cases the angle between u and Au is ~< n/2, hence we have, indeed, lu + Aul > lul. 
The analysis of lUem,,2,,+l(1, al)l, lu2m,+l,2,,,(1, aI)L, lu2m'+t.e,'+l(1, at)l is similar, and 
the result is the same in each case. Hence, we conclude that for all m", n", lure- ~,41, o'1)1 is 
s t r i c t ly  increasing as a function of a. 
If m,,, "=yT±~. ,  "(J)_l with 7>2 and j~<4, then we replace co;, by  a value 
m O..L~(J ')  =d a j co,, . . . .  , ,- 1 + ib' with 2 ~ ~< a, b' = b, (Either j' = 1 or j '  = 2 will do.)  Otherwise, 
let corn . . . . .  = co,,,. This gives rise to a new P-sequence E ' ,  where p'[' = p~" for l = 1, . . . ,  m, m,~" 
has the value just defined, and for l > m, p'['+ 1 is defined in terms of p[; 1, PT' by the same 
formula  as is p'[+ ~ is terms of PI'-t, 07, that is, (7) carries over except for the different 
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definition of oo~i. Then (8) holds again, but with a i being replaced by a't = a'+ ib and p~ 
tt l  by pp for p = m, m+l .  It follows from our analysis of u,.-,.-(1, a+ib) as a function of a, 
that [pj"[ ~< [PI'[ for l=  1 . . . . .  n+l .  
We assume without toss of generality that txn~_i~QTUQS: Ctm_l---x--iy with 
0~<x~< 1/2, 0~<y~< 1/2• Then co~ =i0~_ i+2 (not only w~ie~_ l+2 ), and in E ' ,  the 
recursive formula p'[~ 1 = + ipi" 1 + 2d[' applies already one step earlier than in 2", namely 
beginning with l= m, and p~+~, p~+~ . . . .  are defined by the formula obtained from (6) 
by applying complex conjugation. Define u~,,,,,,-(ao, a~) analogous to u,,•,..-(cro, o"t), 
except that i is replaced by - i  in every recurrence relation. Analogously to (8) we have 
~u'l.o(a'o, G'I)p';; for l ~< k -m+2,  
! t t tt¢ P',.'+l-1 ~U~-,.+i.l-k+m-l(a0, al)P,, for l>~k-m+l .  
Now we finally come to the construction of the I-sequence ~;'. Choose PJ'-- Pj " for 
! ! 
j = 1, ., m, and y'. = 1 + i for j = m, n, that is o),. + 1, • w. are constructed according 
• . J - -  • , •~ • . ,~ 
t to scheme (M). and so is J , . ,  if a,._ i¢ $2. Since 
I l l  t 
c%-I = C~m- i = C~,,-i ~Q7 u Qs 
! I t 
by our assumption, we have to choose y,,= 1 - i ,  y,.+~ = 1+i ,  etc., since cg,,_ 1 may not 
belong to $2. Let a~, a' 1 be given as before, and let a~, a~ . . . .  be defined by (5). Then 
P ' , ,+ j -1 -  ' ' . . . ,  -pma) fo r j  = 0, n-m+2.  
To complete the proof, we have to show that Ipll < [P'['I for all 1 > m. This follows from 
the following inequality: 
t t r 2 t 2 " )  lu.,,.,,,.,(~o, ~1)1 -la,,,,.+,,..I > for ao = x- iy ,  
0~<x, y~<l /2 ,  a l= l ,  m")2orm'=l ,  n"=l . )  (9) 
As pointed out, the expression for 12v/-~u',,,,, ,. is analogous to the one for 12w/-~u,.,,,.,,, 
and an expression for 12./'~a~.,,+.., can be derived readily from lemma 8 (i). In the 
resulting formulas for t44ed(lu;,,,,,..(a'o,a'l)J2-[¢',.,.+.,,[ 2) it turns out that real and 
imaginary parts of all coefficients are divisible by 8. Hence, we get an expression without 
fractions for 18cd(lu',,,,.,e(a'o, ¢r'l)[ 2 -  laln,, +,,,,[2), which we represent primarily as a function 
g(x, y) of x, y, and which we must prove to be positive. This proof, too, we carry out only 
for even rn"= 2m', n"= 2n', since the other cases are analogous. We get the following 
expression: 
18cd(lu',.,,,.(a'o, crl)l 2 _ la;.,, +.,,I 2) = 0(x. y) 
where = C=ax2 + Cy=y2 + C=x + Cy y + C. 
Cx= = (4-- 2w/-3) c2d 2 + (1 -.,//3)c2d + ( -  5 + 2x//3)cd = + c 2 - 2cd + d z 
+( -  5-2V/3)c  +(1 + ~/~)d + (4 + 2x/~) ' 
G== A=, 
C= = ( - 7 + 2V'~)c'=d = + ( - 1 +._V/5)c=d + (8 - 2VVS)cd = - c 2 + 2cd-  d 2 
+ (8 + 2.¢/3)c + (-- 1 -~/3)d + ( -7_  2a/~), 
+ (2-,/g)e~ + ( -  10-4,/5)~ +(_ 1 +,/5/d + (8 + 3,ill, 
C = 2e2d ~ + (-- 1 - v/3)e~d + ( -  4 + v/-3)cd2 + (2 + w/3)e2 + 2cd 
+ (2-,/5)~ +(-4-, /5)~ +(_ 1 +x/g)e+2" 
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The proof that g(x, y) > 0 is easy, thanks to the fact that the coefficient of xy is 0 and 
g(x, y) decreases as a function of x and increases as a function of y. Consider first the 
behaviour as a function of x. Since 09(x, y)/Ox is linear in x, it suffices to show that this 
derivative is ~< 0 at the endpoints of the interval for x, that is, for x = 0 and for x = 1/2. 
Now 
Og(x, y) fc= for x - 0, 
Ox = )Cx2+Cx fo rx=l /2 .  
We consider Cx as a function of e and d, where e may take any real value >t 7 + 4x/~ and d 
may take any real value /> 1. Note that the value e = 1 need not be considered, since the 
inequality (9) need not be shown for m" = 0. For  d = 1 we get 
(--9 + 3x/~)c 2+ 18c+ ( -  9-- 3.v/3 ) ~< c(c(--9 + 3x/~) + 18) 
c((7 +4,j/-3)(--9 +3,¢/3) + 18) < O, 
Cx 
OC.~ _ 
Od 
< 
OzCx _ 
Od 2 
- -  - ( - -  154 5x/3)c2 +c( lS -4x /~)+(  - 3 -x/ '3)  
c((7 + 4x//-3)(-- 15 + 5x/~) + (18 - 4v/'3)) < O, 
- (--  14+ 4v/3)c2 +(16- -4x/~)- -2  < O. 
Hence, Cx<0 for all c~>7+4,,/-J, d>~l, as claimed. The proof for C:2+C= is even 
simpler: 
C.~2 + C,, = - 3e2d 2+ 3ed 2 + 3c-  3 = - 3 (c -  1)(cd 2 - 1) < 0. 
In the same way, O0(x, y)/Oy is shown to be non-negative for y = 0 and for y = 1/2, hence 
g(x, Y) takes its smallest value for x = 1/2, y = 0. It remains to show that 9(1/2, 0) > 0. We 
get 
49(1/2, 0) = Cx2+2C=+4C 
= ( -2  + 2v/-3)c2d 2 + ( -  5 -  3x/~)e2d+ ( - 5 + 2v/3)ed 2+(7 + 4,,/~)c 2
+ lOed+(V-4v/3)d  2 + ( -  5-- 2~/3)e 4 ( -54  3V/3)d + ( -  2 -  2x/3) 
= H(c,  d). 
H can be analysed most efficiently by considering it primarily as a function of c, including 
all real c >~ 1. For e = 1 we get 
H(c, d) = 
OH(c, d) 
~c 
OaH(c, d) 
Oe 2 
O, 
( -9+6x/ '3)d2 +( -6x /~)d+(9+6x/~)> O,
( -  4 + 4w/3)d 2 + ( -  10 -  6x/~)d+ (14 + 8x/~) > 0. 
Thus H(c, d) > 0 for all c > 1 and for d = 1 and all d >t 7 + 4x/~. Note, however, that the 
derivatives OH(e, d)/Oe and O2H(e, d)/Oe 2 would be negative for some d between 1 and 
7 +v/3. 
As pointed out, the eases where m" and/or n" is odd are analogous. In each case a 
function 9(x, y) is formed, which turns out to be decreasing as a function of x and 
increasing as a function of y. 
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We noted above that (9) implies IPll < IP'{'I ~ IP'[I = IP~I for all l >1 m, and for 1 1> m we 
have p'~ = p~. Thus £ = (Pl . . . . .  P, + 1) satisfies the requirements of the theorem. [] 
COROLLARY I. The sequence "Z.,, defined on p. 279, is n-minimal. 
PROOF. Let Z be an arbitrary n-minimal sequence. Then p~ is a unit, as was pointed out 
above, and each quotient coj is constructed according to scheme (M) by theorem 3. 
Therefore coj ,-~ &j, as shown in lemma 6 (iv). Also, Pl = 1. Hence Ip.+xl = I~1, hence Z is 
also n-minimal. [] 
In the whole, there are 16 n-minimal sequences E, since Pl can be any of the units 
5: 1, _+i, and ~ can be any of the numbers +1 +i. 
4. Consequences for Problems (C) and (D) 
While problem (M) is solved by corollary 1, problem (D) remains open. We recall the 
definition of y zm = (pl . . . . .  P,,+ l )  on page 264. These sequences satisfy all properties of 
an I-sequence, except hat co,, need not (in fact, does not) lie in the region S'~. Instead, this 
quotient only satisfies ]co,,] >~ 1. 
Sequences which satisfy Ico,[ >1 1 and part (i) of definition 1 can be constructed from 
bottom up, like I-sequences. The significance of the sets S 2, S[, S 3, S~ carries over to the 
last step: we may choose co,, ~ 1 .~ .,,~.(a)_ 1, if a,,_ 1 e $2, or co, ~ 1 + i + al,~ l, if a, _ 1 e $3. 
I conjecture that Ezm can be constructed by putting 
col = 1, 
{ l l - i+ek_  1 for/even,~ 
COk= +i+c~ k_t for lodd,  J l~<k~n- -2 ,  
co,,-1 = 2+e. -2 .  
f i+a,,-1 for n even, 
co,, = ~ ( - - i+a , - t  for n odd. 
This is true for n = 1 . . . . .  4. However, this assertion has not been proven in general. 
On the other hand, the answer for problem (M) suffices for an almost complete solution 
of problem (C). Again, let 2 be the n-minimal sequence defined at the beginning of 
section 2, and let Z zm = (Pl . . . . .  P,+I>. Then, trivially, IP,+l[ ~< It3,+ll, and Ip.+d > 1~.1, 
since (Pl . . . . .  p,,) is an I-sequence and (Pl . . . . .  ~,,) is n-1-minimal except for n = 1. 
The numbers Pa, Pa . . . .  are defined from ~0=0, Pt = 1 by the conjugate-complex 
recurrence relation of (5). Hence, lemma 8 (i) yields 
(I + 0(2 +,/5) j- (I + i)(2-v )J 
c°zl = 2~f3 ' 
(I + v/3)(2 + v/3) '- (I - x/3)(2 - x/5)' 
COZ/+ 1 = 2V;5 , 
hence 
1~2:12 = 2.1/2[(2+w/~)I]2 = [(2+~/~)2J-2+(2-v/-3)2J], 
l&2,, +~[2 __ 1/12[(I + ,,//-5)(2 + %/~):-(i - V;3)(2- vfS)J] 2 
= 1/12[(4 + 2%/3)(2 + V/3) 2J + 4 + (4 - 2V/-3) (2 - v/3) z'] 
=- 1/6[(2 + x/V3) 21 +i + 2 + (2-  x//3) =J + 1], 
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that is, 
Ichkl 2 __ 1/6[(2 + x/~) k + 2( -  1) k +x + (2 -  X/~)k-1 
for every k. 
Since 12(--1) k+t +(2--x/r3)kl <3,  1¢5kl 2 is the integer closest to 1/6(2+x//-3) k. Let an 
integer N be given. The largest k such that lanai ~< N is 
k = [_log2+., ~ (6N 2 + 3)]. 
By combining this result with the inequalities Ic5,,I ~< It0.+ al ~< Ic5,,+ 11, we get the following, 
almost complete, answer for problem (C): 
THEOREM 3. Let  N > 0 be given. The maximum number n o f  divisions, when (EA) is 
applied to Gaussian integers u ,u  with N~lu l~>lo l  is either Uog2+,/5-(6N2+3)J or 
Llog2+,/g(6N 2+3) j -1 .  [] 
Of course, it is easy to show that n grows logarithmically with N. In fact, the 
assertionlc~jl-N< 1/x/2 for all j, noted in Hardy & Wright (1960), for instance, already 
implies that n ~< 2 log N. Theorem 3 shows more precisely that 
n = Llog2+~/~(N2)J +M =/1"0526 log 2 NI +M,  
where 0 -N< M ~< 2. 
A number of related problems till have to be solved. For one thing, there is the open 
question mentioned at the beginning of this section, which, however, is only of minor 
importance. Second, we can ask the same questions in other algebraic number fields. It 
seems likely that the analogue to theorem 1 holds in the imaginary quadratic number 
fields Q[,vfd] with d=-2 ,  -3 ,  -7 ,  -11 ,  which are Euclidean, too. For real quadratic 
fields with (EA), this problem can be expected to be much harder. Of course, the 
analogues to problems (C) and (D) can also be considered in other quadratic number 
fields, and again the real quadratic ase may be more difficult. In this paper we have not 
discussed other algorithms for greatest common divisor computation; for instance, an 
algorithm based on Sch6nhage (1971) may be considered, which is asymptotically faster. 
In Kaltofen & Rolletschek (1985) an algorithm is given for those quadratic fields, where 
(EA) does not apply. This algorithm is similar enough to (EA), so that the results and 
methods of the current paper may carry over. 
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